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Introductory note: again, this 3rd (and last) article in the series does not only 
seek to give information, but is also meant to open a discussion. There are 
several questions that we raise here but cannot directly answer - any input the 
reader might have is therefore highly welcome. Also, due to the complexity of 
the matter and not always fully available historic information, we may have 
gotten some details wrong. If any reader finds a corresponding issue, we 
would be most grateful if we were informed about this via dr.t@gitec-forum-
eng.de. Thanks a lot in advance for any support! 
 
 
C1. Introduction 
 
The first part of this article series (https://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/2019/09/17/whats-
so-special-about-the-fender-wide-range-humbucking-pickup/) about the so-called 
"Wide Range Humbucker" (WRHB) we had looked at the original CuNiFi-Humbucker, 
as it had been developed in the late 1960's for Fender by Seth Lover, the man who 
had designed the original Gibson humbucker in the mid 1950's. We had also made 
some first comparisons (with respect to build and electrical characteristics) to the 
reissue pickups included today into various guitars by Fender and Squier. 
 
In the second part (https://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/2019/09/27/more-on-the-fender-
wide-range-humbucking-pickup-clones-and-the-old-competition/), our attention was 
focused on some of the clones of the original pickup that are available today 
(specifically the clones made by Creamery and Lollar). Again, we compared electrical 
characteristics – and also included some other types of pickups into the investigation 
(Gibson 490, and Seymour Duncan Antiquity Strat-type). 
 
Thus, the previous parts of the article were more of an academic nature. It was now 
high time that we move into the real-life zone and bring the pickups to life. What they 
sound like, and what they "feel" like to the player – that is, after all, the most 
important aspect of a pickup (the term often abbreviated with "PU" in the following). 
 
 
C2. Objective 
 
It was our goal to establish, as objectively as possible, what the investigated pickups 
sound like (especially when compared to each other), and to document the sonic 
impressions we collected. Moreover, we were not only interested in what the listener 
perceives, but also in what the player using the respective pickup feels. Also, we 
wanted to make comparisons between the various pickups readily available - at least 
in terms of audio files to be listened to. 
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C3. Experimental approach and setup 
 
C3.1 General approach and participants 
 
A. A team of 4 participants carried out the experiments: 

• Wolfgang Hönlein (Vice-President of GITEC, physicist, amateur guitarist, designer of the 
Pickup-Change Guitar) 

• Kurt Härtl (consultant to the board of GITEC, professional guitarist)  
• Michael Vochezer (consultant to the board of GITEC, professional guitarist) 
• Tilmann Zwicker (friend of GITEC, electrical engineer & psycho-acoustician, amateur guitarist) 

 
More info on the participants can be found here: https://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/landing-page-
news/vorstand/ 
 
For the part of the experiment focusing on live-playing and listening, all four of us 
alternated as players, with the other serving as listeners to the one whose turn it was 
to play. As listeners, we compared our perceptions with those the player relayed from 
his point of view. 
 
B. In the second part of the experiment, we recorded various short riffs played using 
the pickups under investigation, with Kurt being the player. We then listened back to 
the resulting audio files to hear how different the various pickups would sound.  
 
 
C3.2 The Pickup-Change (PUC) guitar 
 
The experimental cornerstone of our endeavor was a special guitar (Fig. 1) that 
enables the player to exchange pickups (at one and the same position on the guitar) 
within a second. Basis for the guitar was a kit for a Telecaster-type solid-body (as 
sold e.g. by the Thomann mail order shop).  

 
Fig. 1: Body of the 
pickup-change guitar 
and slide-mechanism 
to quickly activate 
different pickups in the 
same position on the 
guitar. In this example 
setup, the neck-
position sliding frame 
holds two Gibson 
Firebird-type pickups, 
while the bridge -
position frame holds a 
Fender-Strat-type PU, 
and a Gibson-P90-type 
pickup, both single coil 
designs. 
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Co-author Wolfgang Hönlein routed out the guitar body (Fig.2) and designed two 
contraptions including rails that guide two sliding frames, one each in the customary 
bridge and neck positions). 
 

Fig. 2: Routing in the guitar body 
to accommodate the sliding 
frames. The extension of the body 
on the lower side is to keep the 
sliding frames from interfering 
with the player's leg in the seated 
position.  
       
 
 
 
 
 

Each frame (Fig. 3) carries two pickups. The frames move in the direction transverse 
to the strings, and as they move from one end position to the other, they trigger 
micro-switches mounted to a frame on the guitar body.  
 

    
 
Fig. 2: Example of a frame accommodating two pickups to be compared. This frame can hold a 
Stratocaster-type single-coil pickup and a Gibson-P90-type pickup (using a special adapter plate). 
Left: disassembled, right: assembled and ready to be slid into the rails on the guitar.   
 
The switches (Fig 4) take care of activating only the pickup that is located under the 
strings, i.e. disconnecting the other pickup completely from the circuitry on the guitar.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Micro switches. Here, the routing and the 
rails can also be clearly seen 
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The electric circuit of the PUC guitar consists merely of the customary toggle switch 
selecting bridge or neck pickup, and a single 500-kΩ-volume control.   
 
Wolfgang has produced a number of different frames accommodating various 
pickups to be compared to each other (see e.g. Fig. 1). Several frames may be pre-
loaded to facilitate relatively quick comparisons even between pickup pairs. The 
exchanging of the frames is done easily within 30 seconds or so, helped by 
connection of the pickup-wires via mini-jack cables. 
 
With a small handle, the frame in place can be slid from one end position to the other, 
allowing for almost instant selection of the respective other pickup in the same 
position on the guitar. 
 
It is particularly important to understand that with this setup, not only the vital 
quick changeover form one pickup to the other is possible, but also that it is 
really EXCLUSIVELY the pickups that we compare. Everything else remains 
the same, i.e. any potential influences of differences in the hardware (bridge, 
frets, etc., even how the strings "sit" in the grooves of the bridge), strings, 
playing action, "feel" of the guitar, etc. are excluded.  
 
 
C3.3 Amplification and signal processing 
 
A. Amplification 
 
One amp used for our "live sessions" was a Fuchs ODS 100 top. It fed a Bogner 
Shiva 1x12" box that had an Austin Speaker Works KTS 70 chassis installed. The 
other amp was a Koch Studiotone XL combo with the factory-fitted VG12-60 speaker. 
We played at moderate volume levels - i.e. not quite as loud as we would have when 
playing together with a drummer (using an acoustic drum-kit). For all pickups, the 
amps were left with the same setting giving a somewhat overdriven sound. The listing 
environment was a living-room type, mildly live-sounding environment with a 
carpeted floor, wood-paneling, book-shelves, cloth-coated furniture, and some large 
windows.  
 
B. Recording 
 
Recording of sound samples was done using a DAW (Apple Logic Pro X software 
running on an Apple iMac). The duties of the audio interface were performed by a 
Focusrite Saffire Pro40 Firewire device, and the guitar was connected to one of the 
high impedance instrument inputs (1 MΩ) via a Klotz Titanium cable that measured 
460 pF capacitance.  
 
The guitar signal ran through the DAW and was subjected to some amp modeling put 
together using various Apple Logic plug-ins to model a traditional classic guitar 
amplifier (for half the audio files with simulation of power-amp distortion). EQ-settings 
emulated typical frequency responses of preamp and loudspeaker, as they would 
occur in "black-face" and "silver face" Fender amplifiers fitted with contemporary 
Jensen loudspeakers. 
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Both the on-axis-frequency response and the beaming effect of the loudspeakers 
were taken into account. Clean as well as (mildly) distorted sound settings were 
used, and the resulting processed signal played back to the guitarist (including a bit 
of reverb). The signal read into DAW memory was always the unprocessed signal 
directly obtained from the audio interface. 
 
Monitoring was done using a stereo setup of two Tannoy Reveal active speakers. 
Playback levels were about 85 dB SPL. 
 
N.B.: we used the above approach of feeding back the processed signal to the player 
in order to give a familiar sound-scenario rather than the very clinical sound that the 
unprocessed guitar would have had. There are advantages and problems in this 
approach – which will be discussed later (see section C5.D below).  
 
 
C4. Results 
 
C4.1 Playing and listening 
 
This part of the experiment involved the various Fender "Wide Range" Humbucking 
pickups (WRHB) available, as well as pickups sold as replacements that intend to be 
more or less equal in character to the original vintage PU's: 
- original 1973 CuNiFe-equipped PU's 
- Fender Mexico reissue Humbuckers 
- Squire/Fender Wide-Range Humbuckers 
- Lollar Wide-Range Humbuckers 
- The Creamery Wide-Range Humbuckers 
 
For all WRHBs, both bridge and neck versions were available and are included in the 
testing, save for the Creamery version, where we tested the neck pickup only. It 
should be noted that the original CuNiFe pickups were not differentiated with respect 
to bridge or neck positions - all CuNiFe pickups were built and wound to the same 
specs. 
 
All four of us agreed: playing the PUC-guitar and alternating between pickups we 
perceived differences between the pickups – both when acting as listeners and when 
playing.  
 
A. Listening: the general verdict was that the Squire/Fender WR PU's were a little 
cleaner and clearer than the other PU's, while the original CuNiFe's, the Lollars and 
the Creamery's seemed have more "punch" (for lack of a better word to describe the 
hearing sensation) while still retaining considerable clarity. The Fender Mexico 
reissues's were felt to fall somewhere between the above groups. 
 
When the player turned away so that the listeners could not see which PU was in 
operation (i.e. a kind-of "blind-test" scenario), it turned out that it became very difficult 
to distinguish between the PU types. It was still mostly possible for us to single out 
the Squier-PU's, but the other pickups generated highly similar perceptions. 
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B. Playing: when playing, a blind-test arrangement was all but impossible so we had 
to rely on being reasonably objective despite always knowing which PU we were 
playing through at any given time. In addition to the pure auditory sensation, 
important perception when playing was how the overall system of guitar, pickup, and 
amp responded.    
 
For the two amateurs in our test group, the results were similar to the above 
outcome: the Squier/Fender PU's gave a cleaner sound while the other PU's seemed 
more punchy and more "responsive" (again for lack of a better word to describe the 
playing sensation): it was a bit easier to drive the amp into distortion and to get a 
smoother sound (without changing the amp's controls, of course!), making for a 
somewhat more gratifying playing experience. On the other hand, the Squier PUs 
"cleaned up" very quickly when playing softly which can be attractive, as well. 
 
Our two professionals were able to differentiate in more detail: they found the original 
CuNiFe's and the Lollars to "feel" highly similar (in fact even identical) and most 
responsive, while the Reissue's seemed less so but had a bit more presence which in 
itself was deemed a desirable characteristic, as well. The Creamery's were deemed 
to react more smoothly but not as "eager" as the CuNiFe's (or the Lollars) – the term 
"kind-of like a regular humbucker" was heard as a verdict. In comparison, the Squier's 
were felt to be a bit lackluster - but again a nice fit if a softer, or cleaner, sound was 
targeted. Overall, the original CuNiFe's and the Lollars seemed to yield the most 
gratifying playing experience - always given our expectations. Without doubt, the 
latter resulted from the fact that we were trying out Wide Range Humbuckers that do 
have a certain image of being special somehow. 
 
Again, it should be stressed that as listeners, we were not able to distinguish reliably 
between the CuNiFe, Reissue, Lollar, and Creamery pickups - all four types sounded 
too similar. 
 
C4.2 Recordings 
 
Rather than simply relate how we perceived the recorded sounds, we present the 
recordings and let the reader come to his/her own judgments about the difference in 
sound and the corresponding significance. In order to widen the scope of sounds, we 
also included a regular Gibson 490 humbucking pickup (made ca. 2010), and a 
vintage-type Stratocaster-style pickup (Seymour Duncan Antiquity, early edition) into 
the sound-set. 
 
N.B.: When recording the Fender Reissue WRHB in the bridge position, somewhere 
between pickup and recording interface a level drop occurred. We did not notice this 
at the time since the sound as such did not change to any extent that would have 
made us become aware. This level drop will be considered in the following. During 
our listening & playing experiments, no such drop in level was notice by any of us.  
 
The recordings supplied here are always what the guitarist heard (minus the 
reverberation) when playing the riffs and melodies, i.e. the recordings include the 
filtering, and the non-linear distortion (if any was applied) mentioned above in section 
C3.3B.  
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A. The basic recorded signals are available as sound snippets for each pickup 
individually.  
 
The six files listed for download in the following each correspond to one type of riff, 
melody line or arpeggio in various styles, with the respective zip-file expanding into a 
folder containing 24 individual sound snippets in the form of aif-files (i.e. the same 
format as uncompressed wav-files).  
 
The sound files are named such that it is clear which pickup at which position is 
heard. The reader is encouraged to download the sound snippets and pair them up 
using a DAW so that a direct A/B-comparison is possible. Such A/B-comparisons can 
make small differences in the sound perceivable. 
 
Here are the links for download: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-1-Arpeggio-Original.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-2-ADC-Orig.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-3-Funk-Orig.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-4-Crunch-Orig.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-5-Country-Orig.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-6-Blues-Orig.zip 
 
N.B.: The "WRHB-3-Funk-Orig"-file includes an erroneous snippet: the bridge-position 490-file is in fact of the 
neck position PU. This is marked in the file name of the snippet. 
 
 
B. Longer sound files are available representing another approach: they include all 
pickups presented one after the other for comparison. This is very convenient, but 
only significant differences between pickups will be detected in a reliable manner. 
This is because it is necessary to memorize the sounds of several pickups with no 
reference available after each sound. The files are available here: 
 
Neck-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Orig-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Orig-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Orig-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Orig-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Orig-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Orig-Neck.wav 
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Bridge-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Orig-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Orig-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Orig-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Orig-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Orig-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Orig-Bridge.wav 
 
 
The sequence of the pickups in these sound files is: 
 
Neck pickup sequence:    Bridge pickup sequence: 
1. Original CuNiFe WR HB   1. Original CuNiFe WR HB 
2. Reissue WR HB     2. Reissue WR HB 
3. Squier WR HB     3. Squier WR HB 
4. Lollar WR HB     4. Lollar WR HB 
5. Creamery WR HB    5. Seymour Duncan Antiquity Strat SC 
6. Gibson 490 Humbucker    6. Gibson 490 Humbucker (neck position!) 
 
N.B.: The "WRHB-All-3-Orig-Bridge"-file includes an error: the last example is not the 490-PU in bridge position 
but in neck position! 
 
C. "You guess which": to test how well the individual pickups can be identified, 
there is a third type of file that again includes all pickups but in undisclosed 
sequence. The reader is invited to try to identify the respective pickup. In fact, this is 
not a big challenge for some of the PU's simply because they give a different 
loudness, and because loudness is a relatively easily applicable criterion to 
distinguish the sounds by. The "guess which"-files are found here: 
 
Neck-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Orig-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Orig-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Orig-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Orig-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Orig-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Orig-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
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Bridge-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Orig-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Orig-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Orig-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Orig-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Orig-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Orig-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
We do not consider it important that the reader guesses "correctly" - its not a 
competition. These "guess-which" files are merely there to show how easy or difficult 
it is to distinguish between the sound of the various pickups if there is not indication 
which pickup is heard at the given time. Therefore we chose not to give the 
corresponding "solution to the riddle" here. Nevertheless, we will still publish the 
sequence of the pickups in the "guess which"-files sometime in the future.  
 
N.B.: The erroneous "WRHB-All-3-Orig-Bridge"-file (that in fact represents the 490-PU in the neck position) 
represents a good opportunity to check that for an indeed different sound as generated by the neck position of the 
PU.  
 
 
C5. Discussion: Considering the different output levels of the PUs 
 
Despite the very similar cosmetic appearance, there are electrical and magnetic 
differences between the investigated pickups types, in particular in: 
magnet configuration, impedance, inductance, and capacitance. 
 
These differences manifest themselves in the resonance frequency and the Q-factor 
of the resonance, as has been discussed in the first part of this series of articles. 
What was not ascertained in the present measurements is the actual transmission 
coefficient. This characteristic determines the output level of a pickup (at any given 
picking strength) and is the basis of the actually perceived loudness of a pickup. 
 
As is easily verified via the recordings, the signal levels generated by the different 
pickup types differ - in some cases significantly, i.e. some of the Wide Range pickups 
are louder than others, and thus will more easily drive the amplifier into distortion. 
 
Our working theory was that this difference in output level made of the most 
significant difference creating the different perceptions when listening, and – 
especially – when playing. A pickup yielding a stronger output signal, combined with 
a fixed level of overdrive, will feel more responsive to the players touch. The 
differences in resonance frequency and Q-factor might take a backseat and in fact be 
much less or even not at all observable (see Section C4.1 above). 
 
To look into this hypothesis (at least when it came to listening), we compensated for 
the level differences and adjusted the playback levels to give the same loudness. 
This was done both by ear, and using the level and loudness meters available in the 
Logic software, and led to level adjustments given in the below Table 1.  
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N.B.: the "Loudness Meter" in Logic is based on the EBU Recommendation 128 and does not actually 
model how the human hearing system evaluates loudness. Since we had no true loudness meter 
available that would do such modeling, we followed a "better than nothing"-approach and took 
advantage of what we had at hand (i.e. the metering in Logic).  
 
We then compared the pickups again. For the sounds including distortion, the level 
compensation was done ahead of the distortion stage because this makes it possible 
to compare how an overdriven amplifier will react to the pickups. 
 

Pickup Arp Funk Country Power AC/DC Blues 
N CuNiFe -7 -3,5 -7 -4,5 -2 -5 
N Reissue -4 -4,5 -4 -5,5 -4 -9 
N Squier 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N Lollar -5.5 -3,5 -5,5 5 -2.5 -4 
N Creamery -8.5 -5,5 -8,5 -8 -3.5 -8 
N 490 -4 -3,5 -5 -3 -1.5 -7 
B CuNiFe -4 -2,5 -3 -1 -1.5 -3,5 
B Reissue +1.5 +2 +4,5 +1 +5.5 +2 
B Squier 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B Lollar -6 -3,5 -5,5 -5 -3.5 -5,5 
B 490 -6 -5 -7,5 -5 -5 -8 
B Antiquity -1 -5 -7 -5 -1.5 -1,5 

 
Table 1: Adjustment of level compensation (in dB) to achieve similar loudness (undistorted signal) of 
the pickups. Each column represents one of the 6 different riffs (playing styles) used for the example 
sounds. Blue: playback to the guitarist did NOT include distortion. Green: playback to the guitarist did 
include distortion. Red: this series of recordings is likely to have involved a faulty connection that 
dropped the output of pickup but apparently did not change the sound in any significant manner. 
 
 
A. The level-compensated sound snippets can be found here as individual-pickup 
files (carrying the designation "level comp") in these zip-files: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-1-Arpeggio-Level-Comp.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-2-ADC-Level-Comp.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-3-Funk-Level-Comp.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-3-Funk-Level-Comp.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-4-Crunch-Level-Comp.zip 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-6-Blues-Level-Comp.zip 
 
 
N.B.: The "WRHB-3-Funk-Level-Comp"-file includes an erroneous snippet: the bridge-position 490-file is in fact of 
the neck position PU. This is marked in the file name of the snippet. 
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B. Sequences of the level-compensated PU-signals in one file (with the file name 
including "level comp") for each PU-position and playing style are presented again in 
the following files, holding the same sequence as used for the non-level-
compensated recordings (given above with the file name including "orig"): 
 
Neck-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Lev-Comp-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Lev-Comp-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Lev-Comp-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Lev-Comp-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Lev-Comp-Neck.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Lev-Comp-Neck.wav 
 
 
Bridge-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Lev-Comp-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Lev-Comp-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Lev-Comp-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Lev-Comp-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Lev-Comp-Bridge.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Lev-Comp-Bridge.wav 
 
 
Neck pickup sequence:    Bridge pickup sequence: 
1. Original CuNiFe WR HB   1. Original CuNiFe WR HB 
2. Reissue WR HB     2. Reissue WR HB 
3. Squier WR HB     3. Squier WR HB 
4. Lollar WR HB     4. Lollar WR HB 
5. Creamery WR HB    5. Seymour Duncan Antiquity Strat SC 
6. Gibson 490 Humbucker    6. Gibson 490 Humbucker 
 
N.B.: The "WRHB-All-3-Level-Comp-Bridge"-file includes an error: the last example is not the 490-PU in bridge 
position but in neck position! 
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C. Last, a file presenting an undisclosed sequence of the level-compensated 
recordings gives the reader a possibility to check whether the pickups can be 
identified from the sound only. Without the level as a means to distinguish, this is now 
an even more difficult task. 
 
Neck-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Lev-Comp-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Lev-Comp-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Lev-Comp-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Lev-Comp-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Lev-Comp-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Lev-Comp-Neck-Guess-Which.wav 
 
 
Bridge-position pickups: 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-1-Lev-Comp-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-2-Lev-Comp-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-3-Lev-Comp-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-4-Lev-Comp-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-5-Lev-Comp-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
http://www.gitec-forum-eng.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WRHB-All-6-Lev-Comp-Bridge-Guess-Which.wav 
 
N.B.: The erroneous "WRHB-All-3-Level-Comp-Bridge"-file (that in fact represents the 490-PU in the neck 
position) represents a good opportunity to check that for an indeed different sound as generated by the neck 
position of the PU.  
 
D. A possible impact of an intuitive adjustment of the picking strength was also 
considered. The thinking behind this is that the guitarist, expecting a certain sound to 
be generated by his/her playing, might intuitively adjust the picking strength so that 
the auditory experience is a similar as possible from pickup to pickup. Such an 
occurrence might even be more likely when a distorted sound is desired. Since in our 
experiments the player did monitor his/her playing via a full amplifier simulation 
(including distortion in three of the playing styles), we tried to remain aware of this 
possibility. We discussed this with Kurt before he started playing, and he made a 
particular effort to play with the same picking strength for all pickups in each series of 
recordings in a given style. Of course, since we did not actually measure the picking 
strength, this possible change in the experimental parameter could not be monitored. 
If indeed such an intuitive adjustment of the picking strength would take place, it 
would force the pickups to sound more similar in terms of loudness. In this context, 
also see section C4.1B above where the playing experience with the pickups is 
quantitatively described, and section C6. below. 
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C6. Conclusions 
 
Clearly, we perceived differences in sound and "feel" between the pickups 
investigated here. This was not a surprise since the measurements (see the first two 
parts of this series of articles) showed differences in the resonance frequency and 
the Q-factor of the pickups. We also expected that the pickups would give different 
levels for the same playing/picking strength. (N.B.: since we could not measure the 
transmission factor of the pickups, no quantitative data regarding this characteristic 
could be obtained). 
 
However, it was much more difficult than we anticipated to describe the observed 
differences. The expressions used to distinguish the pickups during the "Listening & 
Playing" part of the experiment included terms such as "louder", "softer", "cleaner", 
"responsive", but not terms such as "brighter", "dull", "sparkling". In fact, we had 
expected to be able to judge and distinguish the pickups using the latter terms. As 
such we could have already guessed during the first part of the experiment (see 
section C4.1 above) that we were confronted more with an impact of different 
loudness (i.e. level) than with an issue of difference in the actual tone color (i.e. 
frequency response).  
 
The second part of the experiment (assessing recorded sounds) confirmed the 
impression that it was highly difficult to distinguish, purely as listeners, between the 
CuNiFe, Reissue, Lollar, and Creamery pickups. Among the Wide Range 
Humbuckers, only the Squier pickups seemed to consistently give the impression of a 
somewhat cleaner sound, this being supported by a lower output level. Table 1 
clearly shows that in order to achieve a similar level, all other pickups consistently 
had to be attenuated i.e. they were "louder" than the Squier pickups. (The sole 
exception is the treble version of the Reissue pickup; however, as mentioned above 
the latter was recorded with a problem occurring with the connection and therefore it 
needs to be excluded form this specific comparison of levels).  
 
The other pickups also exhibited differences on levels albeit to a lesser degree. 
 
To our surprise, the differences in sound between the pickups did actually all but 
disappear when we compensated for the difference in output level. Especially when 
trying to identify the pickups in a "blind"-testing scenario (i.e. the sound files were 
presented without the listeners knowing which pickup was operational), we felt we 
could not reliably distinguish between the (level-compensated) pickups. It was not 
uncommon to get the feeling that "this is always one and the same pickup". (The 
reader can do such a blind test by using the "Guess Which One" files supplied 
above.) 
 
An actual difference in sound (irrespective of whether level-compensation was 
applied or not) could rather clearly be perceived when the Stratocaster-type single 
coil pickup was brought to the test field. At last, it did elicit terms such as "more 
sparkling". During the "blind test", the Stratocaster-type pickup made for a much-
needed diversity in the perceived sounds. 
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On the other hand, the Gibson 490 Humbucker (the other late entry in our 
experiment), sounded remarkably similar to our batch of WRHBs. Again, after level 
compensation was done, it was extremely difficult to isolate this pickup in the field – if 
it was possible at all. 
 
Here's a thought: during the time when the now "classic" amps hat their heyday (i.e. 
in the 1950's to mid 1970's), the differences in output level between pickups may 
have been a rather important factor in judging the attractiveness of a pickup. 
Compared to most of today's amplifiers, these "vintage" amps were of relatively low 
gain. Therefore, every little bit of additional pickup output may have been just what 
was needed to achieve a reasonably high degree of distortion. Today, however, this 
aspect is not really an issue at all anymore, since the typical guitar amplifier has 
ample (even excessive) gain. If a pickup features a smaller output level, a little twist 
of the gain knob will take care of this issue.      
 
In conclusion: it is not our intention here to say that the investigated 
humbucker all sound the same, after all, only 4 subjects were involved in this 
experiment, and there may certainly be experts with super-fine hearing who 
hear greater differences between the pickups. What we would like to stress, 
however, is that all humbucker pickups investigated here sound much more 
similar than anticipated, and that for many players the small sound differences 
(if any) may not play any role at all - especially when playing in the context of 
other instruments (i.e. a band-setting). 
 
Author T.Z. opines that in fact the knowledge of the guitarist that a Wide-Range 
Humbucker type pickup is in action on his or her guitar may supply more 
psychologically founded inspiration than the actual difference in sound may provide. 
In other words, the benefit may be exclusively based on the psychological side of 
things, and not be connected to an actual physical feature. Still, this would be a 
reason as good as any to use such pickups since inspiration is one of the most 
important ingredients in successful artistry.  
 
 
C7. Outlook and possible future follow-up activities 
 
Given the present findings, it would be interesting to: 
  
- when actually playing, switching not only the pickup, but performing a level 
compensation at the same time. This would enable the guitarist to check whether 
the finding from the present recordings that when compensating the pickup output 
level, the sound differences between pickups become much smaller or even 
negligible. 
 
- extend the experiment to further pickup types. 
 
- devise a process to carry out "blind" tests. It may be rather difficult to "keep in 
the dark" the guitarist while actually playing, however, the special Pickup-Change 
guitar could be a possible tool here. 
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Appendix: some general observations about assessment of sound 
 
X3.1 Assessing a sound: words 
 
The "sound" of an electric guitar is one of the most vital elements in how a listener 
assesses the instrument when he or she pays attention to guitar music. Probably of 
even more importance is the "sound" to the musician playing the guitar because a 
"good" sound will gratify and inspire the artist. However, what in fact constitutes a 
"good" sound may widely differ among both listeners and musicians - the "beauty of 
the sound" is in the ear of the beholder, after all. 
 
Aggravating the above is the fact that we often write and talk about music, trying to 
express with words characteristics and qualities that relate to an auditory perception. 
There verbal expressions about sound qualities (such as "bright", "bassy", "trebly", 
"brilliant", "dull", "mid-heavy", "thin", etc.) that are based on a degree of general 
understanding. They hold some shared validity for most people reading a written 
verdict about sound – however, it is very difficult to convey with words a detailed 
impression about sound quality to another person and still be reasonably sure that 
this person will have the same understanding and thus share our impression.    
 
 
X3.2 Assessing a sound: audio files 
 
One of the big advantages of the electronic media is possibility to easily post and 
exchange audio files. It is now common to find examples of sounds and comparisons 
(i.e. recordings) on the Internet. This allows for a much more immediate and 
conclusive assessment, and can be most helpful to find out which equipment we like 
more and which we like less. 
 
Still, what we hear in these postings is merely the result of "passive" listening (as 
opposed to listening while actually playing the instrument ourselves). The excitation 
signal, i.e. the picking performed by the player (in the respective posting) to create 
the sound in question is (literally!) completely out of our hands. Obviously, we hear 
the combination of the instrument AND the player. Given the general consensus that 
"the sound is in the fingers, man!", this dramatically will have to limit our expectation 
that we ourselves would get the exact same sound out of the equipment in question. 
On the other hand, provided that a player generating sound examples will hopefully 
have a certain degree of consistency in his/her playing (i.e. the excitation signal for a 
sound sample is as much as possible always the same) comparisons of examples 
should be possible.  
 
Applying the above to our topic of pickups: while we may not be able to know what 
absolute sound we ourselves might get from a pickup that is presented in a sound 
file, we might get a good idea how that pickup sounds in comparison relatively to 
another one, if the sound file for that other one is made by the same guitarist. If we 
have a certain sound in mind, and start comparisons from a pickup that we are 
familiar with, we might certainly be able to identify – from the comparison examples – 
pickups that will meet our requirements better than others. 
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X3.3 Comparing audio files: purposeful requirements 
 
Remaining with the given topic of pickups, the above demands – in order for a 
comparison of sounds to be purposeful – that the input to the pickup is always the 
same as much as at all possible. This of course implies that for all sound samples, 
the same environment is given to the pickup i.e. the guitar needs to be the same for 
all compared pickups. The condition of the strings needs to be the same, as well, and 
it goes without saying that the processing of the pickup output signal (amplification, 
recording equipment) has to be identical.  
 
Most importantly, though, the player needs to always play – as far as at all possible –
at the same playing position on the guitar, with the same picking strength, the same 
pick (or finger) attack angle, the same expression. This is easier said than done, 
though. It is difficult enough to consistently repeat even short musical phrases with 
any precision immediately one after the other - but to play the same line with the 
same expression again with the chores of exchanging pickups in between is an 
entirely other matter. Typically, strings need to be loosened, pickguards or pickup 
frames need to be unscrewed, pickups need to be unsoldered and unscrewed - and 
then the whole process needs to be done in reverse with other pickups for 
reassembly. After all this work, a coffee break would also be in order ... or even 
lunch. This means that considerable time passes between recording two different 
pickups, and a considerable change in the condition of the player is likely to occur. 
Whether the playing remains the same is more than questionable. 
 
 
X3.4 Listening vs. playing    
 
One factor that seems to be generally underestimated in comparison-publications 
and -postings is the fact that when actually playing him/herself, a guitarist may 
perceive differences in how the instrument "responds" (and thus sounds as a reaction 
of his/her playing). These differences are of course completely inaccessible when just 
listening to audio examples.  
 
Again limiting ourselves to the topic of pickups: if a player is used to a certain volume 
(or degree of distortion), he/she might compensate for differences in pickup output by 
varying the picking strength. Similarly, if a certain tone color is desired, a player is 
likely to intuitively change the picking position to compensate for differences in the 
tonal color a pickup will deliver. This means that the player will act (react) in certain 
ways to what the pickup delivers, and this will make the pickup "feel" differently 
compared to other pickups with other characteristics. This is a highly tricky domain to 
investigate: we are dealing with closed-(control)-loop systems here.    
 
It is entirely possible (or even likely) that when actively playing, the guitarist will be 
able to perceive smaller differences in the sound of a pickup than when merely 
listening. In fact, understanding this opens a whole new "can of worms" because it 
has much further reaching implications: we need to see the guitar (or any musical 
instrument) as an interface between the artist and the produced sound, with a vast 
number of feedback paths from the instrument back to the artist.  
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The sound is not something just perceived as an auditory event (as it would be to a 
listener) but it will instantly create an emotion in the player that is extremely likely to 
create some sort of (at least fine) tuning of the playing – which again has an impact 
on the sound perceived by the player ... and that again will trigger further tuning of the 
playing. The feedback loop is live and active. A few examples for resulting questions:  
 
Physical aspects:   
- How does the guitarist react to the neck dimensions and/or fret size, and how will 
these parameters of the most important interface to the player affect the playing and 
thus also the sound? 
- How does the feel of the wood (or the varnish) of the neck influence the playing 
(and thus the sound)? 
- What impact does the shape of the guitar body have on hand position and the 
physical comfort of the player, and what could the effects on the playing and on the 
sound be?   
 
Psychological aspects:   
- How do the immediately generated sound (that the guitarist then perceives) and the 
expectations of the guitarist match? Will the player intuitively change the way of 
playing to create a better match?  
- How will the knowledge about the instrument (e.g. a vintage 62 Fender Strat vs. a 
brand new Squire Strat) influence the emotions, the inspiration, the playing, and thus 
eventually also the sound? 1 
 
With these considerations in the background, we sought – in the present study – not 
just to provide audio samples to listen to, but also to get an idea how the pickups 
"felt" to the guitarists playing, and to investigate a bit how the two lines of perception 
(pure listening on one hand, and playing/listening on the other hand) line up. 
 

																																																								
1	relating to what we call "the Stradivari-syndrome", see e.g.: 
http://www.brandstoryonline.com/stradivarius-violins-better/, or 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/170509132944.htm, or 
http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1878425,00.html), or 
https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/violinists-cant-tell-the-difference-
between-stradivarius-violins-and-new-ones, or 
https://www.nzz.ch/wissenschaft/technik/geigenakustik-entmystifizierung-mit-dem-
holzhammer-ld.1292587 (here it is implied that merely from knowing that a Stradivari 
is being played, the audience will have a perception of a better – or "heightened" –
sound)	


